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ALL HANDS MEAT TEENS
 

{INTRO}
I get a grin again

 [1’st VERSE]
Now this is the part of the all hands meeting
That looks just like the opening to 2001
Ok and then the spotlight comes in on Donavan
Ok and then we cue the keyboard
Well Ollie I didn’t know that E.V.A.
Was gonna affect everyone in the group

  [2’nd VERSE]
I’ve got an E.V.A. uprising uprising rising rising high
I got an E.V.A. uprising been drinking gin all day long
I’ve got an E.V.A. uprising I think ah what happened
To X-Ray E.V.A. uprising I gotta get some coffee
Sir they don’t have any more coffee
Ignore the man behind the curtain
Mary Beth next slide next slide

[3’nd VERSE]
I got an E.V.A. uprising rising rising rising rising
LA Woman that’s lower Akron that’s where
We’re going to have our next layoffs in LA
I called down to X-Ray in Solon and they said
They are not working there no more
I told them like 100 years of X-Ray and we got
A new corporate plan they said something about
An E.V.A. uprising kind of made me go real high
Well I got the value-added blues
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[BRIDGE]

[Final VERSE]
In other trading today Picker stock is up 2 points
Don’t delay trade in your virtual stock now
We interrupt this program to announce that
The CEO has just received
A fatal Gunshot wound to the head
Gosh now I feel like I own part of the company
The E.V.A.’s arising our virtual stock
Be ho ho on the horizon I’m gonna get me
One of those unethical jobs where I can
Increase the personal profit shares and doing
Some bribing we’ll have 7 strategic initiatives
Make your asses work for you
And stop calling them asses

[END]
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